A collection of e-Books from Social Sciences Academic Press, an award-winning publisher for the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences

US-based hosting and customer service

Founded as a publishing house for the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences in 1985, Social Sciences Academic Press (SSAP) has built a reputation for high-quality research and analysis. Publishing 200-600 new books per year, SSAP has built a significant backfile dating back to 1987. SSAP’s titles cover law, anthropology, media studies, economics, sociology, political science, Marxist thought, finance, governance, and more. All books are downloadable as PDFs and hosted in the United States in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

China Social Science Monographs (EB-CSSM) represents a new frontier in direct access to original Chinese-language resources available to North America and stored on North American servers.

See the next page for more information on EB-CSSM

Contact your East View representative or info@eastview.com for more information.
China Social Science Monographs Content

East View is loading the full backfile of SSAP e-Books to its Universal Database (“UDB”) platform. These books are hosted on East View servers located in Minneapolis, MN.

Archive: 1987-present

Language: predominantly Chinese; a small minority of titles contain English, Japanese, Korean, Spanish, Russian, French, or German

Updates: Approx. 500 new monographs added annually

The following subjects are covered extensively by the collection:

- Economics / Business / Commerce
- Politics
- Law
- Sociology
- Education and Pedagogy
- Culture
- Information Science
- Foreign Policy / International Relations
- History

Key features of the EB-CSSM interface:

- Accessible online reading
- Full-text searching across all titles
- Search within text function
- Filter options include subject and year
- Ability to customize your acquisition
- Full-image PDFs
- Tracking option of favorite titles
- Print and download functions

Contact your East View representative or info@eastview.com for more information.